Enough Guilt to Go Around
by Earl P. Holt III

We are definitely at a crossroads in this country: We can either continue
our march down the "road to serfdom," or we can begin the difficult task
of retaking our country from the communists and traitors who control
the "Democrat" Party, more accurately referred to as the New
Communist Party of the United States (NCPUSA.)
However, America's decline is not solely attributable to the corruption
and treachery of the NCPUSA. Many decent Americans have abdicated
their civic responsibilities for decades, and our negligence has helped
to precipitate the current disaster in many ways. In fact, we ourselves
have actually created the opportunity seized upon by our ideological
enemies to subvert and destroy America.
We've passively sat on our hands while the Jews Media became totally
dishonest, partisan and beyond reform: yet, we rarely protested their
bias or dishonesty in Letters-to-the-Editor of offending publications, or
threatened their sponsors with boycotts of their products in letterwriting campaigns. Many of us continue to watch filtered news rather
than get our news from One America News Network or NewsMax.
Parents of students at all levels have studiously ignored the malignant
indoctrination and Marxist brain-washing found in the curricula of many
public and private schools, such as "Critical Race Theory" or "White Skin
Privilege." They hoped it would somehow go away, or that their kids
would remain uninfected. Few ever bothered to attend a PTA Meeting
and complain, nor run for their local school board to reform curriculum.
Voters in many states -- such as PA, WI, MI, AZ, NV, IL and VA -- must
have realized that voter fraud and other electoral shenanigans routinely
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occurred during important elections, but ignored this fact in hopes that
it would cease. Since most voter fraud is perpetrated by blacks, few
complained to their state representatives or state senators about
witnessing voting irregularities out of fear of being called "racist."
Many of our Congressional delegations routinely feather their own
nests and betray their constituents with support for inexcusably
terrible legislation. Yet, we rarely hold any of them to account because
many of us receive benefits from their "earmarks," so we give them a
pass. Incumbent House Members are re-elected 98% of the time -- and
U.S. Senators 90% of the time -- which only reinforces their perception
that they are immune from the wishes of their constituents.
Racism in the form of "affirmative-action" and race quotas infect every
sector of the nation -- industry, government and the military -- but we've
never held elected officials responsible for perpetuating this
unconstitutional outrage. Rep. Charles Canady (R-FL) submitted a
Constitutional Amendment to ban race quotas several times in the 1980s
and 1990s, but it always died in the House Judiciary Committee -- even
under Republican majorities -- so he eventually retired in disgust.
We have frequently been too lazy to properly inform ourselves about
the timidity and betrayal routinely found in votes by our Congressional
delegations. Many of them regularly betray us with their cowardice and
then hide behind "procedural votes" to confuse us and avoid taking a
stance on vital issues. Most of us rarely support challengers in
Congressional primary elections with our votes or financial support,
which merely returns duplicitous Members to office.
There's plenty of guilt to go around, and it's high time those who have
stayed out of the fray got involved in productive and intelligent ways.
That doesn't mean occupying the Capitol Building, as benign and
harmless as that may have sounded.
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A well-intentioned Christian woman in a nearby town told me that prayer
is the only way to save our country. I'm a great believer in the power of
prayer, but I replied that I don't think God wants to see us just sit on our
asses and expect Him to save us from Godless communists and the
organized crime figures now subverting our federal government.
I believe God helps those who help themselves, as the old adage states,
but it's exactly the abdication of our civic responsibilities -- and the
expectation that God or others will do the hard work for us -- that has
brought us to our current disastrous state of affairs.
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